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POELLATH advises management of GBA Group
on acquisition of majority stake by investor Ardian
Private equity investment company Ardian has acquired a majority stake in GBA Group. In the
course of the transaction, GBA’s management team and the previous shareholder, Quadriga
Capital, have also re-invested in the company. POELLATH advised the management of GBA
Group on this transaction. The transaction is still subject to approval by the relevant antitrust
authorities.
Founded in 1989 and based in Hamburg, GBA Group is a leading company in the field of
bioanalytical laboratory services in the DACH region. Its core competencies are in food, environmental and pharmaceutical analysis. The company employs around 1,400 people at 39
locations and 44 laboratories and also has a strong presence in Belgium and Poland.
Ardian and Quadriga Capital, together with GBA’s management team, intend to further develop
the company by investing in the above-mentioned core areas, as well as by expanding into
new markets.
POELLATH provided comprehensive legal advice to the GBA Group in the context of the acquisition of shares by Ardian with the following Munich-based team:





Dr. Benedikt Hohaus (partner, lead, M&A/private equity/management participation)
Johanna Scherk (associate, M&A/ private equity/management participation)
Silke Simmer (née Bandener) (associate, M&A/ private equity/management participation)

About us
POELLATH is a market-leading international business and tax law firm with more than 150
lawyers and tax advisors in Germany. We stand for high-end advice on transactions and asset
management. We offer legal and tax advice from one source. In our selected and highly
specialized practice groups, we not only know the law, but shape the best practice in the
market together with our clients. National and international rankings regularly list our
professionals as leading experts in their fields.
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We offer comprehensive service in the following areas: Mergers & Acquisitions | Private
Equity | Venture Capital | Private Funds | Real Estate | Corporate and Capital Markets |
Finance | Tax | Private Clients | Foundations and Nonprofit Organizations | IP/IT, Distribution
and Antitrust Law | Litigation and Arbitration.
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